Shrink pdf file size for email

Here are some hints and tips on how you can reduce the size of your files: Working with images: If possible, don't create bitmaps or tifs. Instead create gifs or jpgs. Crop images, or reduce resolution and/or colour depth. Insert images into your files, don't paste them. Compress files: Use the Windows 7 file compression facility, either: In a Windows
Explorer folder view, right-click in the white space, select New, and select Compressed (zipped) Folder. Drag your file (or files) into this folder, which will the be compressed. You can then send the folder to the recipient, as required. Or: In some Windows 7 configurations, right-click the file, click Send to and select Compressed (zipped) folder. A
Compressed (zipped) folder will be created in the same directory as the file. Other tools such as WinZip could also be used to compress files. Use with caution. The following have information that you may find useful, however they are not University web sites and are not supported by IT Services: Alternatively use files.warwick.ac.uk to exchange files
with other people. A PDF file is too large to share with others within an email? How many times has this scenario happened to you? When you prepare a document for transferring via email, and then your email says, "file too large"? This is a situation we get on a daily basis. Gmail and Yahoo limit your file size to 25MB. Hotmail limits it to just 10MB.
So, how can you reduce PDF file size for email attachment? This article gives you several solutions to reduce PDF file size. How to Make a PDF Smaller to Email For this purpose, you may need to use a good PDF editor. There is a great choice Wondershare PDFelement - PDF Editor, a PDF software with a familiar ribbon-style design and affordable
price. But more on the software later on. Let's see how easy it is to reduce PDF size for email on Windows first. Step 1. Open a PDF Launch PDFelement and open the file you want to reduce for email. You can click the "+" button on the home screen. Step 2. Reduce PDF File Size for Email Attachment Click the "Tool">"Compress". Here, you can
choose three options for how to make a PDF smaller for email. Choose between Low, medium, and high compression. The software will automatically calculate the final size of the document, as well as the percentage of reduction. Step 3. Email Attachment after Reducing PDF File Size Once you optimize the PDF, you can easily share it directly by
email. Click the "Email" button on the top. It will launch your default email tool and attach the PDF document to the email automatically, and then you need to enter the email content you can send it out. Reduce PDF File Size for Email Attachment Alternatively, you can manually reduce the pdf file size for email attachments. PDF files contain images,
text, multiple pages, and so on. PDFelement allows you to edit these objects as you desired. If you remove any of that, you can reduce the size. Step 1: Remove unwanted Texts Open the document. Go to the "Edit" section, and click the "Edit" switch icon on the top-right corner. This tool allows you to edit text via "Line Mode" or "Paragraph Mode". Just
delete and remove unwanted texts. Step 2: Resize or Remove Images or Objects Next, resize images, and objects, or delete them completely. Click the "Edit" icon again. Now, right-click on any image or object and click the "Properties" option to crop the image. After that, you need to select the "Clip Object" button to crop the image by moving the
cursor inwards. Step 3: Remove Unwanted Pages It is time to check whether you need all pages in the document. Go to the "Page" section. Click on the "Delete" page icon on the toolbar. You can choose to delete pages in range, odd numbers, even numbers, or all pages. Then delete the unnecessary pages using PDFelement to reduce pdf size for
email. Step 4: Send PDF by Email Last, same as before, share the document. Go to the ribbon menu and select the "Email" icon to send the file as an attachment. On the other hand, you can also share it on Dropbox and Google Drive by clicking the "Share" icon on the ribbon bar. An All-in-one PDF Solution - PDFelement Now, let's talk a bit about
PDFelement. As you can see, the software is rather easy to use and supports Windows, Mac, iOS, and Android systems. Made with simplicity in mind, even novice users can get the hang of it. The familiar ribbon-style interface is similar to Microsoft Office. For easier navigation, there are sections for every different task you can do. Even more, it
provides guides on the website for getting familiar with the software. With that in mind, here are some of the best features: Edit text via Line or Paragraph mode. Edit images, resize, rotate, and remove any other graphical element. Open, view, save, protect and print PDF files. Convert PDF documents into Office formats, RTF, HTML, Epub, or image
format. Auto-recognize form fields and create interactive form fields. Insert page numbers and other page elements. Add watermark to PDF files. Optimize PDF to reduce size. Create digital signatures and sign documents. Use OCR to turn scanned documents into searchable and editable text. Extract data from interactive forms and export in CSV
format. Directly share the document to the email, Wondershare Document Cloud, OneDrive, Dropbox, and Google Drive. Three Solutions for PDF too Large to Email How to make PDF files smaller for email? There are three solutions you can use. Here is a quick breakdown of them. Solution 1: Reduce PDF file size with PDFelement We touched on the
first solution, and that is to use PDFelement to reduce PDF file size. It is the simplest, fastest, and best way. For one, you keep the quality of the document, and you just reduce file size. More importantly, you can use PDFelement for a number of other PDF tasks. Solution 2: Zip it The second option is to zip the file. There is different software for
zipping files. Choose the one that works for you best. Compressing the attachment will reduce the file, and allow the receiver to unzip. The receiver will be able to open the file in its original size. The downside of this solution is the receiver has to have zipping software installed. Solution 3: Upload it to google drive Last, but not least, you can upload
the file to Google Drive. Again, the limitation is that both you and the recipient need a Google drive account. Google Drive gives you 15GB of free space. Once you upload the file to Google Drive, you need to create a shareable link and send it to the recipient. Free Download or Buy PDFelement right now! Free Download or Buy PDFelement right now!
Buy PDFelement right now! Buy PDFelement right now! Have you ever struggled with attaching video files to emails or sending them to your friends and colleagues? You don’t have to be a pro to reduce the size of your videos, and in this article we’ll show you 5 tried and tested ways that you can use to compress your videos for free. You can directly
jump to the method that you find the easiest, or you can read along to first understand all the factors that’ll affect your video file size. Let’s get started. - Factors affecting video file size- Method 1: Reduce resolution- Method 2: Download the file in lower quality- Method 3: Compress into zip file- Method 4: Send as a link instead of uploading- Method
5: Trim the video Factors affecting video sizes 1. Resolution Resolution refers to the number of pixels in your video. It’s usually represented as a horizontal x vertical measurement. For example 1080p or native HD resolution is referred to as 1920 x 1080. If you want to shrink your video file size for email, you can just change your video resolution.
High resolution videos have greater pixel density, and therefore better quality. However, this also means higher file sizes. By bringing the resolution a notch lower, you can reduce the file size significantly without affecting the quality of the video drastically. When reducing video file size for email, you can compress your videos to a 720p 0r a 480p.
But if you are uploading your video to Google Drive or any other cloud service, you can go with the 1080p or higher resolution! 2. Bitrates & FPS Another important factor in deciding video size happens to be the bitrate. Bitrates measure how much information is transmitted every second in Mbps or Kbps. Video bitrate depends on the frames per
second that are coded into a video. FPS or frames per second refer to the frequency at which independent still images appear on the screen per second. For example, if your video is 24 FPS, it means there are 24 images in 1 second of footage to produce an animated material. Higher frame rates will cause slightly larger videos. 24-30 is the standard
frame rate that is used across files of different sizes. Higher frame rates exist as well, but it’s advisable to use the standard (24-30) when compressing videos for emails or social media. You can reduce the FPS and bitrate while rendering a video in order to make the file size smaller. You can even change the FPS when compressing your video on
ShotCut in order to get a smaller file size. Usually, it’s smarter to use a variable bitrate so that your video can be viewed in higher or lower resolutions by the viewers, especially if you are uploading it to YouTube or any cloud sharing service. Check out how to set a variable bitrate while downloading your video here. 3. Encoding Video encoding
converts a given video input into a digital format that is compatible with most types of Web players and mobile devices. In the most basic sense of the term, video encoding is compressing video files so that they are not saved as individual images but as a fluid video. Video encoding utilizes 2 different parts – the codec and the container. Below are
some basics about codecs and how they compress files. - The codec refers to the code used to compress or export the video (MPEG, ProRes), etc.- The container here refers to the file type that the video is transmitted to or saved as (MP4, FLV, etc.).- Several types of video codecs exist including MPEG4, Quicktime, ProRes, or WMV. These codecs
compress data automatically when a file is saved as a certain format or file container (such as AVI or MP4).- Most of these perform “lossy” compression – meaning they remove some data to make the video smaller (thus affecting its quality).- We also have “lossless” codecs that are said to compress videos with minimum loss of data and quality. When it
comes to compressing videos for email or social media, using the MP4 format is the most recommended. You can directly choose this format while rendering your video or even convert your video to MP4 while trimming it in order to reduce the file size. Now that we know the science, let’s check out the different methods to compress your video files
for email or social media. Method 1: Reduce Resolution Usually speaking, higher the resolution, sharper the video quality. Inversely, lower the video resolution, smaller your file size. Which is why this is one of the most effective ways to compress a video. Generally speaking, HD videos are 1920 x 1080 pixels. If you’re wondering how to compress a
video for email or for sharing online, you can compress your video to 1280 x 720p or 854 x 480p. Also note that making a video smaller – that is going down from 1080p to 720p will not make a big difference to the viewer. In fact, you can even go down to 640 x 360p if needed. If your video is heavy on graphics and animation, it is advisable to not go
below 480p. Here are some common tools you can use to reduce video resolution: (1) VLC 1. Download VLC Player if you do not already have it. Once downloaded, install and open the VLC player. 2. Click Media > Convert/Save 3. Click Add to select your video file (or multiple files) 4. Click Convert/Save to bring up a list of conversion options. You can
select your preferred type in the profile dropdown 5. Select your conversion option (the software offers useful suggestions such as YouTube HD or Video for MPEG4 1080p TV/device) 6. Once you’re satisfied with your selections, simply hit Save, select your destination location (on your hard drive or cloud storage), and then click Start. (2) Shotcut 1.
Download Shotcut and install it. Once done, open Shotcut and click Open File to open your video 2. Click Export 3. You’ll next see a large list of compression options – select your preferred option 4. You can use the Resolution and Aspect ratio fields from this screen to further reduce video size and proportions (it won’t automatically adjust your video’s
aspect ratio for you) 5. Click export video (3) QuickTime (Especially for Mac users) 1. Click File to open to open your video 2. Click Export As 3. You’ll next get a list of options, but you’re limited to just four: 4k, 1080p, 720p, and 480. To compress your file, select a smaller file format than the original file. Method 2: Download the file in lower quality
When you want to share a video via email, one of the simplest things to do is downloading the video file in lower quality, or low resolution. You can do so right from the editing software. If you’re using Adobe Premiere Pro to edit your video, here’s a tutorial to help you figure out how to reduce file size right before render/ export. If you’re using Final
Cut Pro to edit your video, here’s a tutorial to help you figure out how to reduce file size right before render/ export. There are a few key pointers you can keep in mind while doing this: - Downloading/ exporting your videos in the MP4 file type usually helps keep quality and reduce file size.- Exporting at 720p or 1080p resolution will work for most
people. But mostly, export at a suitable resolution for your project – depending on the viewer’s screen (again a 720p or a 1080p are good resolutions for most screens).- Adding a lot of movement or even transitions will cause your video file to be larger.- Compress your audio on export. It’s rare to need uncompressed audio in most video projects. Find
out how you can compress an audio file.- As mentioned before, higher frame rates will cause slightly larger videos. This is why it is smart to use the frame rate that is right for your project. The standard frame rate that is used across files of different sizes is 24-30fps. Higher frame rates exist as well, but it’s advisable to use the standard (24-30) when
compressing videos too. Method 3: Compress into a .zip file One of the most used and quick ways to reduce video file size for emails is to .zip it! This ensures that the file size is reduced while the quality largely remains the same. Many have observed that the file size is not reduced significantly. Nevertheless, this is one of the most efficient methods to
share a video file, especially combined with Method 4 that we’ll talk about shortly. How to zip a file on Windows 1. Right click on the video file. 2. Choose Send to>Compressed>Zipped Folder 3. Follow the steps and the file will get compressed How to .zip a file for Mac? 1. Right click on the video file. 2. Choose>Compress (file name) 3. Follow the
steps and the file will get compressed Despite compressing your file or creating a .zip folder, you will find that some video files can still be too heavy to attach to emails. Here are two workarounds that you can use to be able to send your video files via emails. If you want to reduce your video file size and share it without losing quality, a great option
available to you is hosting or uploading your video online. Here are a few places where you can host your video and share it seamlessly: 1. One of the most effective ways to send these files then is to upload them to a cloud service. You just need to drag and drop your file to Google Drive, Dropbox, or OneDrive. 2. You can also upload your compressed
file to a file sharing service like WeTransfer or an Android App like ShareIt. 3. Finally, you can upload your video to YouTube and tag it as ‘unlisted’ or ‘private’ and share the link with your collaborators. Method 5: Trim your video Sometimes, you may just want to share a small clip from your video with collaborators or clients. Perhaps you have a
really large video and you just need to share a small portion of it via email. In this case, you have the option to trim your video. You can cut out only the relevant part of your video that needs to be shared and send it off to your collaborators or clients. You can trim your video using built-in editors such as iMovie or QuickTime on your Macbooks or
Windows Movie Maker on Windows OS. But a much more convenient way to do this completely free online is via InVideo’s free trimming tool. What’s more, you can upload your trimmed video to social media or start editing it right away from the InVideo editor. How to trim & compress your video using the InVideo Free Editor Step 1: Open InVideo’s
trimming tool and click Upload your video to start. The trimmer will now ask you to upload your video.( You can upload videos up to 800 MB.) Step 2: Now, the trimmer opens and all you’ve got to do to trim your video is to drag the sliders on both ends to the desired timestamps. You can also enter the in-time and out-time to trim the video to the
desired length. Step 3: Once you’re satisfied with the trimmed portion of your video, choose the output format and click Done. Step 4: Next, you’ll be prompted to sign up or sign in to InVideo (if you haven’t) to download the video. To sign up, simply add your credentials and you can download the video in a few seconds. Step 5: Once you’ve signed
up, you can either download your clip or take it to the editor by clicking Open in Editor to add text, filters, and other cool edits to your videos. Summing up So these were the 5 ways you can use to compress your videos and reduce your video file size for emails and social media platforms. If you found this article helpful, please share it with your
friends and team members, and if you’re looking to create thumb-stopping videos in minutes (even if you’re not a PRO)- sign-up for a free account on InVideo.io. This post was written by Upasna and edited by Abhilash from Team InVideo
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